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1. Introduction

The National Comfdission on Libraries and Information Science clearly

states as a priority goal "a Natignal Program that offers.the most in-

on services to the greatest nuMber of people." 'Although the pro-

vision of information is an old, old problem, its' elevation to a national

prirty far everyone is recent.
-0#

There (are precendents for Federal attention'to information problems.

-Since World War TI, the Federal governmenOas supported several massive

information systems. The first provided information to veterans, both

through government agencies and through specially organized Veterans' Infor-

mation Centers. At one time, there were about 3,000 of them, -but gradually

1

their functions, were absorbed by other agencies.' Sputnik was responsible

for the next attack on, information problems. After 1957, scientific and

technical research received high-level funding, and both the public and

private sectors developed sophisticated systems to control the torrent of

documents which resulted. The NASA,prOgram is one example of achieveMents

which wquld have been impossible without an effectively'organized system of

support data. Another large-scale program is the MEDLARS/MEDLINE network

of medical information. Becausd of it, printed and/or computerizedaccess,

to a national store orrecords ('the' National Library of Medicine in the

center) is accessible to research- and practitioners throughout the

world. It was developed in the 1961's during a period of national

fZ
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commitment to improving medical services, which was paralled by rapid

d6velopment in the information scien es.

The next critical area which requires an all-out attack is the

provision of human, life- supporting information. If, as John'Diebold

says in an article on scientific an technical research (Foreign Affairs-,

April, 1973), we are entering the third century of the Industrial

Re'volution with the development of a new skill, "the begftningsof control

over the processing of information," we should no longer accept inadequate

4
information for coping with daily problems.

."

Who,Needs Information

e

Everyone's world today is complex and growing metre so. We have

multiple opportunities and choices in all areas of 'our lives.. Not only

are we in personal contact with an increasing maze of public services.

It

and government .programs, but we are also the end Men for a gigantic,

communications and media industry. Common sense-is no-longer an adequat

basis for livinc,0 successfully,

I- .

o even legally. We need information \in

larger amounts, in more areas, and from accurate, impartial and accessible

I,

sources. Information has becothe a stale in our daily lives, and the 1975'

I

answer to the question, "Who needs to know?! ' /geems to be very dear:

Everybody. Three recent surveys support this answer.

4
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The, noS't extensive study is a literature survey by -Thomas

Childers and others entitled The'Informat ion-Poor in. America (3)..

Childers collected and evaluated 3,020 documents before selecting

7-50 of them for this bibliography. He found that little had been

done before 1968 in identifying those who are information needy, but

now the field is being studied through-many approaChes - by social

workers,.librarians, municipal governments and the federal goVernment.

Groupswhom lie identified as the most seriously disadvantaged Or

deprived are the poor, elderly, imprisoned, deaf and blind, under-

educated, unemployed, racially/ethnically oppressed. Clearly,

information needs are now recognized as a problem and are the subject

of a substantial body of research.

The Baltimore area, nationally recognized for innovative

library programs, has been the locale of a two-year survey by Warner

and others for its Regional Planning Council and Westat; Inc. (16).

A cross-sectional, random sample household survey was made of the

Baltimore Urbanized'Area, which includes inner-city sections as well
A

as suburban districts'; andithe findings indicate that the entire

urban population has unmet information needs:

An overview of the literature revealed that urban
residents apparently have a multitude of information
needs which are not being met within the constraints
of existing information resources and systems. There

iS general agreement in the literature that a focus
on the information needs of urban residents is

necessary to the develop:nth-it and management of.
delivery systems to meet:these needs...g1

1 Edward S. Warner and others., Information Needs of Urban Residents.

-(U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Bureau Of
Thibraries and Learning Resoures, 1973), p. 1.

3
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The most active information seekers were found be the well-educated,

tire well -paid and the young, and the subgroups least likely to search

for information-were those with the.leas- education, the lowest family

income, persons living in tracts with the lowest medianinOome, and

the elderly. however, the study warns that "it would be unrealistic

to conclude that the disadvantaged) have fewer needs for information

or services.than the more advantaged segments of the population."

'A third significant report reinforces the thesis that all

segments of society have serious information needs. At the NCLIS

Conference on Needs of Occupational, Ethnic, and Other Groupg in the

United States, held in Denver in Nay, 1973, specialists identified

the needs of. 17 specific groups.. Those selected were: Scientists

and technologists, Agricultual community, Business community, Labor,

Educators, Biomedical commAity, Creative and performing artists,

Social service personnel; Women, homemakers and parents, Children,

Young adults and students, Aged, Geographically remote, Economically

and socially depriveds'Institutionalized, Mentally-and physically

handicapped, Culturally isolated. A simplified summary of the

conclusions is that we need information; we are "swamped" with it,

and the library could become the key information center. Were

facing the paradox of a glut of information and a mass of unmet needs.

Although the NCLIS' goal is informat mion,for everyone, some '

If--
priorities were recommended at thei Denver Conferende (9). The

..

Working Group on setting national priorities summarized as their first

4
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recommendation:' "preference should be giVen to designing systems fOr.

those who are presently less Irell.served than others,72 It is hard to

believe that the urban resident would not be hie., if not first, on

any list of the information needy, and the mandate of this paper is to

-focus on the problems of providing urban information.

2.2 Kinds. of Information Needed

The kinds of information needed by urban residents fall

into two categories: those common to everyone; and the needs of

special groups. Since every citizen is a member of several groups,

such as labor, the elderly, the ill, the renters, the landlords, those

fearing crime, those in criminal custody, those needing, legal advice,

users of public transit, there can be no mutually exclusive lists for

an single group.

The three reports already cited - Warner, Childers, and th

Denver Conference On Needs - all contribute to identifying and

specifying citizen problems. Data collected by Warner in the Baltimore

area identified four topic areas that accounted for 52 7/..of all

problems/ques'tions: neighborhood," consumer, housing and household

maintenance, and crime and safety. 89%.of the respOndents mentioned at

least one problem/question. When analyzed by demographic groupings,

these data further described the information concerns of specific

urban groups.

2 Library and Info oration Service Needs of the Nation;.Proceedings.of

a Conference on the Needs of Occupational, Efhnici, and. Other Groups

in the United States. (Washin:;ton,Government Piinting Office, 1974),

p. 240.

;
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A survey by Voos, Information Needs-in Urban Areas: A S

of R._ earch in 11ethodolW (15) cited four topics as common to

city dwellers: consumer goods and setvices, housing and tr'anspo ation,

educ tional opportunities, and medical information. PreliMinar ccounts

esefromithe Neighborhood Information Centers Project agree with t

major concerns, but show that'their inquiri'es cover the whol: range of

huna needs - health, social services, hou:Cing, and eploym n

7

The specific subject areas are only one dimensi ofth

total picture'of informdtion needs and the delivery syst:m. Othe

aspects, les suited to statistical surveys but fregten ly mentio d)

deserve consideration. Information services must cons.d-r factor

like these:

Promptness of delivery
Accuracy of the data
Physical accessibility of the 'nform ion

(telephone, neighborhood center, c nvenient hour

Format of delivery (written,- oral)
Language barriers
Psychological climate of the_center
Respect for privacy and dignity
Follow-up after initial inquiry

Another complication in the urban'resid nt's information

seeking procedures is deciding where to turn in t e confusing comp ex

of many agencies, some with vaguely understood p poses and others

which seem to overlap. Several studies have fo d that the disadvantaged`

are noteven aware of what is available. The Ch lders survey states %

that "studies point out that disadvantaged peop in general are
I.

`ca
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significantly,qhawareof the social services that Might be tapped for

the solution of their problemz."3.

3. Current and Recent Proposals and Programs

Many of thegrouPs concerned with unmet needs are already

operating` some kind of informatioh.and referral (I & R) services and '

I-,

trying to make them More satisfactory, to both the providers and the

users. These show the widest possible range in all aspects - purpose,

sponsorship, organization, clientele, and effectiveness. Federal and

local governments, social service agencies, the health professions,

the library profession, and informatio;'science are all involved.. I

shall discuss some representative program, with brief profiles of

three of them appended to this paper.

; .

The front line troops in transmitting information to the .

urban residents are the social service professions, and.as the scope*

of social programs has widened, their clientele has broadened. In

the past 10.years,they haye been flooded with information_ 'to assimilate

and with clients nleding Ft. In 1966, Alfred J. Kahn, a professor at

the Columbia University School of Social Work, published 'an important'

and still much cited study, Neighborhood Information Centers: 'A Study

and Some Proposals (6).. Combining a prepfeSsional with a personal

concern, he surveyed the problems of social and health agencieS,

professional and civic groups, and,special citizen-aid programs working

Ad%

Thomas A. Childers, The Information-Poor in America. (Scarecrow

Press, 1975), p. 40.

;.



toward the.'delivery Of information to their clients/users, and

documented the problems of people trying to locate information about

these services ip a large city. His recommended solution, patterned

after the British Citizens' Advice Bureawt, was for Neighborhood

Information Centers,'' "We need social utilities comparable to the

general public utilitieS (gas, electric, phone) and public services

(post office, water supply) which are recognized as vital to the

adequate functioning of the individual, the family and the neighborhood

in modern society."4 Although made 10 years ago /this recommendation

still has validity, and is still unimplemented

In 1972, the United Way, an umbre a organization for social

service agencies, issued a report reflec ng their concern about

information and referral services (14 This study acknowledges the

fragmented approaches so fax...: t & R service, recognizes increasing

federal concern in some areas, and reiterates the need for cooperation

'within the public and private sectors.

The Federal Administration on Aging (AoA) is currently giving

a igh priority to delivery 'of inforMation to the elderly. The Federal

Executive Board's 1974 report, circulated to federal department heads

and agencies'with a cbveriag memorandum from President Ford, clearly

emphasizes this priority.. The AoA involvemeht was spelled out in the

1973 Amendment to the Older Americans Act of 1965 which requires that

before June 25, 1975, there be established "information ana referral

4
Alfred J. Kahn, and others, Neighborhood Information Centers: A Studyand Some Pronosals. (New York: Columbia University, School of Social
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sources to assure that all older persons will have reasonably convenient

access to such program sources." Each of the 25 regional Federal

Executive Boards is compiling an inventory of all I &_R services -

federal, state, local, and priirate. Several cities are already oparating

strong services, such ,as the Miami:-Dade*County Citizens Information aixi

t-

Service Program,
5 which liad been initiated in 1971 with the cooperation

of the United Fun&and ip now a component of the ADA network. In other

.

areas new & R services will have to be proyi4ed or strengthened: The

goal is a national' chain of-strong, mission -orien centers to serve

1,(

one particular target group, the nation's elderly.

An experimental statewide network of 'I & R centers has been

developed in Wisconsin under the direction of Dr. Nicholas Long of

InterStudy in Minneapolis: The programWrsponsin Information Service

___---(gfS), set up 11 centers to establish refourcA e files of information and

to actively implement access to human services. Although they did not

serve an urban population, his evaluation of the-project in terms of

its lOng-range obje &tive to "formulate policy covering the best methods

for helping individuals-gain access to human services" should be of

value to all information services.
6

5 Glaiber, "Citizens Information a44 Service Program". RQ 12

".(summer, -1973), pp. 359-360.

6 Nicholas Long, "Wisconsin Information Service: An I & R Network". RQ

12 (Summer, 1973), pp. 356-358. In a telephone conversation, Dr. Long

said the federal funding had ended in September, 1974, but efforts are

being made to continue WIS with new financing.
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These are indicative of the social services' recognition of

J

information as an essential part of their programs and a trend toward

networks of I & R centers. however, social service information is. only

a part of a citizenrotal needs.

The library profession's concern for adequate provision of

information grows logically from the traditional reference assistance

to users of library resources: During the last decade many libraries,

aware of a decline in use and a growth in the number of non - users, have

reorganized and expanded their services to meet a wider range of

information needs, Aping beyond the print sources of information in the

reference Collections. This expansion of service has required a reordering

of priorities, new systems,of acquiring and organizing dalta!, and-a new

philosophy of public service. Some of these new programs utilize

telephone answering services and hot lines, three-way phone referrals,

store-front locations, mobile units, and special i?Tformation.desks in

the branches. Although ma y have been described in journal literature

and in conferences, worksh s and academic Courses', the 'profession

needs more research, more pilot projects, and more evaluative studies

aboUt procedures, financing, and feasible goals. One 'experimental

program is just being concluded.

In 19724 s major pilot project, the Neighborhood Information

I

Centers-Project (NIC) was initiated through funding from the Office of

Education'streau of Library.and Learning Resources. Designed to be

a research and demonstration program, it was implemented in Xive cities:

Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, and Queens Borough of New York.

The purpose, as stated in the Project proposal, is:
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"to provide information or referral information
assistance to people who may be in lower income
brackets, poverty level, welfare assisted, who
may have little or limited education, who may
have difficulty in reading or in understanding
information in printed forms and need interpre-
tation to aid andenrich the lives of these
people and the lives of their children, to
demonstrate that a public library will play a
meaningful role in dissemination of information
by establishing an Information Center planned
specifically for a neighborhood, and by meeting
the varied information needs of the people
served in the neighborhood selected.:'

The five library systems, organized in a consortium for

administrative purposes, have developed their programs individually

within the strictures of their existing services, the patterns of

community organization, and the staffs of each system. One report on

the entirecgOgram has been completed (5), and Thomas Childers is

preparing a final evaluation.7 Until this final report is available,s

no overall concluSions,should be made, but some generalizations seem

valid now.

% -L-Community involvement is essential at all stages

,
--The political climate of the community andthe city
can help or hinder development.

=-A successful NIC needs the commitment of the entire
library staff

--The NIC is best integrated completely with the total
library program

--The problems of data base organization`-are not yet

solved.

When the federal grant ends in June, 1975, the programs will be continued

07

4,in some cities (Detroit, Houston and Queens), not necessarily in the

7
Completion of this report is scheduled for Summer,,1975.



format of the pilot project. Positive gains are the revitalizing of .th

libraries, greater civic visibility, thd meeti.ng of previously unmet

needs and, at least in Houston, a dramatically increasd share th..,

city's 1975 budget.

Ilany other libraries are inaugurating new programs or

reordering their priorities.to emphasize community information. The

:.!emphis Public Library, renamed the :lemphis-Shelby County Library and

Information Center, has recentlyreceived revenue-sharing funds to

establish a central information and referral center for the city and

county. Their information. desks will, emphasize switc4ing and referral

services. In Rochester, 14.Y., an urban information cerfter is being .

Jeveloped by the :1onroe System with help from LSCA funds.

AThe San Francisco Public Library has pioneered,in develOping imaginative

community services. Chicago and Washington have initiated special

services. Partly as follow-up to the Warner study, the Baltimore

County Public Library h/'s established its first AID (Accurate

Information Desk) Center in a branch library with plans to have them

operational in every branch before 1976.

An ambitious attempt to deliver comprehensive urban information

service was projected in New York City in 1971-1974 With impetus from

Dr. Timothy 'Costello, then a Deputy 3-layor, a plan for the Brooklyn

Citizens' Urban Information Centers (CUIC) was developed to provide

coordinated'informatiOn for city residents. All city services, including

government, social and health services, private agencies, were to be

41
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covered, a design which met Professor Kahn's 1966 recommendation for

:se. new social utility." A one-stop neighborhood source for easy.access

O
to any information from an exceedingly complex maze seemed to be in the

making, with the branches of the Brooklyn PUblic Library chosen as the

delivery centers for the first phase of the Program. Although funding

had been contracted
6
from revenue-sharing funds, it was withdrawn shortly

after the program startep4and the centers were never operational.

However, 'the plan could be profitably studied ly anyone involved in

designing similar programs.

Paralleling the development of informatioh services i urban

A

environments .has been the inauguration of sin4lar servicesj i
)

n many,
/

1, subutbAn and rural areas. Some,. are targeted 'toward communi, j-wide

information, while others, like the new Job Information Center in the

Yonkers Public Library, are oriented to one specific purpose. There

are as many varieties of information services as there are communities

and librarians, and urban services can profit from, their innovations.

City governments as well/as libraries have been Aware of the

information problems of their residents,and some hdlielktried to ease

access to data for their residents. ,-Little City Halls and Neighborhood

Governmerlt offices appeared in the late 1960's and early 1970's in an

dffort to deliver more and accurate data in the communities, often with

funding from the Model Cities programs. These faced several difficulties,

among them the political overtones`attached to the information and the

expense of setting up'these new municipal-facilities. A recent report



by Yin and otLrs, i;eighborhood Communications Centers, examined some

types of municipally sponsored bureaus and found " here has generally

been inconclusive information about the costs of these innovations,

1,8
their permanence, and the amount of residual satitfac ion they produce. ---

Another kind of program was developed in Phi adelphia, the

Model Cities Community Information Centers (ECCIC). A grant from. ode

Cities funds in 1971 was used to assemble and computerize'a data base

of information relevant to the needs of Philadelphia's inner-city'

neighborhoods. MCCIC was designed primarily as a telephone serviee,,

using three-way phone hookups and two CRT display terminals. Its

development drew on the combined expertise of social service' profes-

sionals, librarians, and information scientists. However, it faced

the common enemy - financing -.and closed after the_Model Cities funding
-

ended .in Jun ,.1974, It is important as one of the few on-line systems

-to have become operational, demonstrating that computerization is

possible.

A

The Urban information picture must be,rounded out by mentioning

some lodal sources used by citizens., Although the variety seems to be
tv

limited only by human ingenuity and energy, two giloups have sponsored

- Partitularl popular programs, volunteer organizations and the mass

media. V lunteers have a long history of providing information services

thrbug such organizations as Travelers' Aid and the League of Women

Vote s, through social service groups such as the Ease* Seal Society

,

Robert K. in and others, Neighborhood Communicatilks C ers: Planning
Information and Referral Services in the Urban LibrAa. Santa ibnica,
sand, 1974), p. 8. ,

li
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and Community Chests, and through business, professional and religious

\ groups. Often these are local, independent services but have been

4
Significant in many urban areas. Other volunteer information has 'ome

ftom counterculture groups; hot lines for drug, housing and medical

information, student.information, etc, The mass media have tried some

programs, many of.,:them very popular. Newspapers now have action and

consumer columns, and some radio stations have telephone programs, such

as Call for Action in New York. Television rs entering the field with

some experimental information-question-answer programs.

Even-this brief overview of information services now available

4

to urban esidents les'to three conclusions: (1) there is a recognition

of the needs, (2) there is uncertainty about the best ways to meet these

needs, and 0) there is no strong unified leadership. We are a'. long way

from the NCLIS' goal of " information provided when it is needed, were e"

)i is needed; and in the form in Which it is needed."

4. Major Problems,

It should be possible to identify some common patterns of

success, failure, or trends 'in these recent experimental,p'rograms and

the literature rekDorting them. There are five areas in which some
I

generalizations can be made.

4.1 Organization and Delivery_ of Data

The organization and retrievalof information have always

been 6 basic,part of library science, and reference librarians are

.1r
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information brokers, matching needs with data in their information

stores which are normally in print or multimedia format. Since much

of the citizen and community information is not in the printed source

libraries have realized that it is expensive, in staff time particularly,

to collect, maintain', and distribute. Special 'Characteristics, some/ or

all of which are pertinent to urban information, have caused problems:

--It is continuously changing

- -It often does not exist in any printed or typed format

-Sometimes a person or a chain of persons is the only source

--It is the kind of information that people expect to receive
without fees or direct charges

- -If it is printed / typed, some of it is already out-of-date

- -It has been collected by many different agencies in widely

variable forms

--There is no standard geographical unit for urban data
(census districts, postal zones, police precincts, fire
districts, voting districts, municipal, county, state,
regional jurisdictions are all used)

--There is no complete register of all source documents

- -Terminology is chaotic (what do you call the old foll,is

this month?)

--Data vary in scope. Some are important.only to the
neighborhood; some are operative for the entire city or
state; some federal data are applicable nationwide

--It is difficult to predict what questions will be asked

- -Questions may be asked in many languages

--The manner in which the'information is delivered ray be
as,important as the facts
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--There may be-problems of personal privacy (welfare

payments, unemployment registers, police records),

- -The, City's political climate does not always encourage

easy access to information and in some cases discourages

it (budgets, council minutes, etc.).

It is possible to organize this information/, using the traditional

library skills, in indexes, files and director,Ves. However, the job requires

additional staff, use of non-traditional sources for information, two-way

AT
community communica1lon, and constant updating. Part of Detroit's success

is due to their having worked for two years to build the information files

before the TIP program began and using a centralized staff to keep the

records current, and accurate for the local centers.

If the inftrmat4Aservice is to be chiefly a telephone service,

one central data source may be satisfactory, and the problems of main-

;

taining numerous duplicate files can be avoided. Philadelphia's NCCIC

and Houston's NIC I & R services have used three-way telephone hookubd

which proved especially efficieht when the center i- the intermediary

in a referral situation. The user is able to participate in any
%fr

modification of the original request and also can tell exactly how his

request is being handled. Telephone service is a necessity in a spread-

out area with poor public transportation. Telephones are steadily

be1oming more sophisticated and versatile, and should overcome the

problems of busy signals, wrong numbers, and changed numbers which are

at present common enough to be a barrier to efficient use. People run

out of patience and dimes.

e
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Some experimentation has been done with computer-stored data, distributed

via phone on computer terminals. Philadelphia experimented with CRTs in two

branch libraries in addition to its telephone network. Queens is presently,

supplemenling-its neighborhood data with a computer-produced microfiche

system (IRMA). No demonstration has yet been'tried on a. scale comparable

to the New York Times Information Bank, but many people feel the need Is here.

Milton Byam, Director of the Queens Borough Public Library, Says in the NYLA

Bulletin for March 1975 that "the whole cries out.for cathode ray terminals,

data-banks and twenty-four hour service."

Information scientists are showing increased interest in the problems

of organizing and delivering this kind of information. Deahl believes that

the Philadelphia MCCIC demonstrated the feasibility of a computerized, data

bank. Manfred Kochen, a mathematician and information scientist, has written

an directory design of I & R systems (7) and is continuing research on the

cost effectiveness of such a data base.

Although enough experience is now available in both manual and machine

files ta furnish some guides for designing new enters, rapidly-changing
reot

, technology hovers on the horizon with promises of, drastic developments in

communication. The Yin study devotes a chapter to evaluating some recent'
'1.2T

capabilities in telecommunication for their posSible use in infor ation

centers.1

It do'es not seem realistic to expect that urban information centers,

clearly a not-for-profit field, can afford to sponsor experirnen

with expensive new technology.
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I:.2 Location of Centers

.0ne of the basic requirements of an information service is

easy accessibility, particularly ia inner-city areas wHere failure is

too readily accepted and expected. The Yin report, directed to

$

municipal officers and not.to the library profession, discussed the

question of location of neighborhood centers and evaluated the libary's

suitability on these points: (1) Needs assessment, (2) Directory

development, ('3) Staffing, (4) Publicity, (5) Access and locations,

(6) Record-keepingand f011owup, (7) Relationship to other agencies.

The conclusion is "the library presents many advantages and no major

-

disadvantages in the establishment of an information and referral

center. et!

Frank J. Kopecky, a lawyer with experience in OED's legal

services'programs in Illinois, also concluded that libraries are the

best sites for information services. "Inftially,I was skeptical of

libraries as information centers, but I am now convinced that they

could and should serve this function. They are neutral, already in

existence, and are found in almost every community. They are staffed

by trained personnel and they are a natural,pource for information. 10

The Brooklyn CUIC program, planned cooperatively by municipal, social

service and library personnel, had selected public library branches as

the most effective contact center. People who have never used the

9

Yin. 2R. cit., p.

10
Frank J. Kopecky, "Office of Economic Opportunity Community Centers -
A Critical Analysis". In Libraries and Neighborhood Information
Centers; by Carol L. Kronur artd Linda Crowe. (Urbana, University of
Illinois, Grajuate School of Library Science, 1972), pp. 71-72.

'-4'
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librarr,-before will need publicity campaigns to-sen them to the library

for the first time, but the successes of programs 1 ke Detroit's and

7" Houston's have shown that this cal be done.

Since not all cities have enough branch libraries, serious

consideration should be gjven to integrating all typ s of libraries

into the information system. School libraries might good contact

centers,if there is inadequate public library service- At present,

not many school librarians would welcome adding such a function, but if

schools become' year-round multipurpose-institutions, t eir libraries

might well be utilized. Community college libraries al o have

possibilities for this role._

Social and health agencies have developed I & R s rvices as

essential to improving the effectiveness of their programs There

is now an Alliance of Information and Referral Systems,in a dition to

the:Urban and Regional Information Systems Association, whic' indicate

the extent to which these professions have assumed the job of

providing information centers, although skills in organizing i formation

have not been a.part of their traditional competencies. Some of their

services are limited to the scope of a single agency and are houSed in

the agency's oTfices, but the demand is increasing for comprehensive,

one-stop centers, like those proposed in 1966 by Kahn. Now is clearly

the time to coordinate these ,service centers and any similar library

services; competing and uncoordinated,I & R centers will only increase

the confusion for the users and be more expensive to the taxpayers.
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Social and health I Z. R centers:de not hire as broad a data

base as a library service, since they must focus on implementing their

N own programs. They also have the handicap of being in an advocate

and/or adversary relationship to their users, with decision-making

powers. Consequently, it is not possible for them to operate with the

library's neutral climate,and many people are hesitant about consulting

them freely.

When weighed against any other existing public facilities,

the library seems to offer the most advantageous location for a

centralized information center.

4.3 Staffing

The ideal information specialist is sensitive to the needs Of

the inquirer, skillful at searching for data, and committed to finding

a satisfactory conclusion to each transaction. Library science has

always included searching skills, and is now responding to a demand

for graduates with these new skills by,offering specifically-designed

curricula. The COULIP Program at Colombia's School of Library Service

"is now graduating'Community Media Librarians whose education has

emphasized "the cbncept that the public library, because of its

highly personalized and individualized service, could be the point

where social agencies serving inner-city communities become humanized

and comprehensible for the average citizen." any other schools have

initiated programs - Case Western Reserve, University of Maryland,
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Drexel University, the University of Toledo. It is not possible to list

them all, but it is evident that such programs are increasing. One,

Rutgers' Community Information Seminar, has begun a newsletter, Gan4lia,

dedicated'to communicating news about urban information services. Some

of these programs include faculty from the social services to contribute.

their skills in dealing with groups-who are not normally library users.

Paraprofessionals, especially from the neighborhood, have had ,

key roles in staffing NIC centers. Both Detroit and Queens feel that,/
A

their contributions have been essential. Obviously, careful selection

and special training programs are necessary. One library found, for

example, that the local ties of the paraprofessionals reflected a

factionalism which was already disturbing community relations and were

a handicap in maintaining the center's neutrality. A mixture of

professional and paraprofessional staff can produce greater responsive-

ness to community situations than using only professionals. Although

some programs have had success with volunteers, the current literature

does not mention them often for large-scale programs. However, the

.British CABs have used them satisfactorily. Small services, such as

. hotlines, are still staffed by volunteers.

It is generally recognized.that, while some librarians welcome

the new services, the new demands, and the new users; others consider

them a burden on an already understaffed institution. Workshops and

additional training are necessary for any library that is adding an
AMY.,

information service and, as used in Queens, have significantly

S.
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4

increased staff enthusiasm. Peenaps the CLEliE network Scan assume same

responsibility here. Cooperative,training programs between social

services and libraries should help both fields. W, if computer

technology is involved,"the information scientists must be a third

segment of the training program. ,4

The staffing pattern which has proved vlaluable in the NIC

programs is the close integration pf information center personnel,

the existing library staff, and community paraprofessionals. Detroit,

in fact, mak& no distinction at all; every staff member is a part of=

TIP.

I1 Benefits'From Urban Information Centers

Implicit in the entire-literature of information centers is

the cost to all citizens of insufficient information. Since the

economically and socially deprived have the poorest access, a logical

assumption is that they will benefit the most. Developing skills and

.

habits of using information may be needed for those who presently have

low expectations of success. But no person should be without food,

health, care, or educational opportunities because he does not know

where to locate them. For middle class urban residents, potential

gains are also high, and easier access to'more information can improve

theireconomic choices; make possible'more effective roles in municipal
4

decisions, make urban living more satisfactory.

Municipalagencies can also profit from a satisfactory

information system. The view from the top is not necessarily much



clearer than it is to the citizen at the bottom. For example, consider

the number of groups involved with child care centers - health and

social agencies, religious groups, public schools, private organiza-

tions, non-profit cooperatives, municipal and federal programs.

Comprehensive data, even if'collected for the user, can help administrators

clarify existing Services, locate duplication, and identify gaps. When

such information is once organized to deliver to. the.public, it can be

used in administrative operations as well. The complete reporton the

five WIC programs will show that some civic agencies are beginning to

use the citizen data services.

Libraries have already found that initiating or expanding

information services increases the number of people served. Outreach
d

programs, job information desks, community center activities have been

steps in this direction, but are short of a total commitment to the

kind of service demonstrated by the /TIC programs. An increase in

numbers of. users, greater visibility and vitality as a public

institution, and closer integration with all municipal services can

'turn around the present vulnerability of public libraries to budget

cuts and charges of elitism. Potential benefits to libraries aA not,

per se, a strong argument in favor of information services, but it is

being convincingly demonstrated that libraties will gain from

providing these services.

The benefits to the political sector from citizen access to

information are related to the prevailing political climate,. A closed,

,d4
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Tati-onage-oriented unicipal administration can use much of this in-

formation as political small change. If Prommer job information can

,
be given out through political%channels, there is little enthusiasm

in some mayoral offices for wide ptblic access to information about

these jobs. In contrast, an open administration can benefit from

fast, effective, channels of information about such programs within

local neighborhoods. The Houston Public Library has seen its budget

appropriation increased substantially in.1975,when a more open city.

e

Local, neutral and effective .administration was voted into office,

channels communication can be an asset to an open, Vrogressive

administration.

4.5 Financing

The key problem is, of course, finding the money. Any idea

of direct fees &aid by the user is unrealistic since the poorest have

the greatest need, and much of the data is already public-property.

date, federal funding has supported all of the large experimental

programs. The record of continuing them with local money has not been

good so far, and too many programs have been discontinued after the

initial grant ended. However, some of the NIC programs will continue

after June, 1975, when the LSCA funding ends. When more evaluation of

experimental centers is available, new centers can avoid some costly

wrong directions in design and operation, and shared expertise in areas
=

like file organization, adequacy in telephone facilities, publicity,

and training programs should lessen initial costs. Hopefully, the

o-
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final NIC report will provide some help in. preparing budgets 'or new

centers.

A current trend in municipal operations should be studied by

centers that plan to use computerized data banks. 'City governments

are now turning to computer information systems in such areas as fiscal

control, crime control, and deployment of municipal services. An

administration which sees benefits from computerized information fOr

managerial use should be more receptive to sharing some parts of its

data with a citizen-oriented system. Social and health services, for

example, might profit from'data-sharing for I & R services. More needs

to be done in proving the cost/effectiveness of information systems

which are set up for management/administration,but might be shared for

citizen use.

One question about costs must be considered. What are the

costs, both monetary and social, of insufficient inforthation? Many

people know partial answers to this aueation; perhaps demographic

studies can provide h more complete and scientific pne.

5. Imtaications for NCLIS

Congress, in establishing UCLIS, has recognized a need for

improvement in information distribution,. NCLIS entered the arena at

a time when these conditions prevail: we are information-rich, but

weak in delivery; the need extends to all citizens,but is most serious

in urban areas; responsibility is diffused among many groups; many

.9



uncoordinated Solutions are being e:.plored. in'its 2nd Draft

Report is the i:CLIS' responsibility for all levels of information, the

citizen's coping data as well as the scientist's. Eipecially relevant

ta the problems of urban information are the Report's statemefts on

tie capabilities of technology (pp. 15-19), the needs of the unserved

(pp. 55-58), coordination with existing programs (pp. 59, 64), and

throughout the report, the assumption that libraries are the most

logical location for these centers.

-4There are several problem areas beyondhe province of the

2nd Draft Report. One is recognition of the numbers.of groups which

are now trying to provide urban information service, ranging from

federal bureaus to small volunteer community goups. (Day care is one

area in which the entire range of agencies is involved.) This patch-

work approach cannot benefit anyone. A second significant problem is

01
the difficult nature of the data", whose complexities extend beyond the

rules forbibliographical control. The difficulties,in

coordinating and sometimes generating records, and in the need for

continuous updating, require a kind of processing which is not the

real function, of social service agencies, nor of the information

scientists who have not as yet Liven the processing of this miscellany

a high priority. Library science skills in indexing and codifying

data are being utilized successfully by some data centers; others are

trying to comVine the expertise of library and information science.

Studies are,needed to provide facts on the costs and capabilities of

differing patterns of data organization.

.")
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A third and 'complex area is the value of network organization.

This is presently colored by ve ;y critical looka at th4 idea of any

kind Hof information network, even if operated for the citizen Two

fhcts are obvious: (1) some information is of local and neighborhood

import only; and (2) some information is relevant o a state- or nation-

wide scale. A., network delivery system (comparable to MEDLARS/ME:MINE.)

should be explored for the second category of data. However, no system

should interfere with purely local input, alt uah patterns of efficient

organization could validly be recommended.

It is apparent that urban information centers must have

powerful friends,, if they are to meet the needs which already exist and

'
reach the country's 200-year goal of arOinfolmed citizenry. The VMS'

-mandate to ihsve the accessibility of information- comes at a time when

strong leadership is ui-gent4y needed to reverse the present proliferation

of uncoordinated seryices. Three areas of responsibility should be

assumed by NCLIS.'

(1) Advocacy of citizensl.information centers as a critically-

needed public service. The White House Conference on Libraries and

Information Services, projected for 1977, is an opportunity to dramatize

the.needs and the accomplishments'to date, and might do for citizens

what Sputnik did for scientific information.

.(2) Research on effective, design and implementation of

information services, building on what has been learned from the Five

Cities Neighborhood Information Centers, the Philadelphia .CCIC, and

the,AoA Centers. As Kahn realized in 1966, we need a "guardian of

the exPerimentS."

.

-,)
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(3) Coordination of information services, especially those of

the library and social service professions. Duplicating and overlapping

will ultimately cost more and Provi e poorer service.

Only,unified national support can effectively guarantee the

free flow of information r,-om th:r data-producing agencies, via a neHtral,

one-stop public service center, to any person who needs it.

(
if

I



6.1 Baltimore County Public Liorary AID P orr,ram

A well-desizned information service, A.LD (Accurate Information

Desk), is being implemented in 1975 by the Baltimore County Public

Library. It respondg to the findings of a major surveyIftfCs?E'Eti-oni

Needs of Urban Residents 1)y Warner ana others (16)4rwhich found that

89% of the cross-section inte?viewed had at least one probleM/questio,

but only 3% of them used libxaries'in answering them.

The program's stated mission is "to put patrons in contact

with governmental, civic, social and sometimes private agencies for-

the services, activities or information they need. AID rs totally

integrated with other branch liorary services and i4volves the entire

branch staff. Three social,agencies have contributd to the planning

and are cooperating with data provision and special;training sessions

for the staff. -4

z

A central clearinghose is responsible fop collecting and

organizing the data, integrating information from;local sources with

z

data from larger, more comprehensive agencies, maintaining the files,
?

developing a staff training program, and sUperfising publicity. The

branch centers, in response to either phone pquiries or personal

_visits, will make telephone referrals to appropriate agencies. Each

branch has a card fUe directory and a vernacular subject index to it.

One branch has begun tkf e service for a six-month trial run,

and BCPL hopes'to be operating AID service in all branches before the

end of 1975. Professional publicity prepared by a local agency 'is

being used to advertise AID.

30
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A.

BCPIPs AID Program, demonstrating a willingness to modify

and extend traditional services in response to comunity needs,

exemplifies the philosophical orientation of the11,44; ALA RASi)

standards, "A Commitment to Informaticn Services Developmental

(/

Guidelines."

I
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6.2 BrOcUyn Citizens' Urban Information Centers (CUIC)

In 1971,a New York City,Deputy :layor, Dr. Timothy Costello.,

proposed a comprehensive program for meeting the needs of the city's

confused residents - the Citizens' Urban Information Centers (CUIC).

He and others were clearly aware of the problems that people faced in

coping with the multiplicity of municipal, federal and private citizen

services and bureaus. The program was designed to be operated by the

Adminntration & Management Research Association (A:!RA) , the City's

research arm, headed by rs. Beatrice Fitzpatrick. Funding was

promised from three sources: the City's revenue-sharing funds, the

public library budget, and the Council on Library Resources. Orig-

inally, the Centers were planned for all five City boroughs, but ,

the project was scaled down'to a two-year demonstration in Brooklyn,

hopefully with city-wide expansion later. Although the plan was not

originally designed by librarians, branch libraries were chosen as

sites for the CUIC,centers, one t,o be established in each of the 55

Brooklyn Public Library branches. The final planning was a cooperative

effort involving public and social service personnel, librarians, and

community reprsentatives.

4 The CUIC staff, recruited from government and business, the

academia w'rld, and library science, provided an interface of many

types of experience. The common thread was recognition of the

magnitude of information needs and the human costs of leaving them

unmet. The central office ould direct the program, maintain liaison
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with city agencies, the libraries anA the communities, recruit and

train the paraprofessionals, and develop the data bank. Two para-

pr-dfdrssionals from each neighborhood would staff the information

desks; provide new and updated community data, and promote community

1

cooperation.

Despite a signed contract with the City, federal funds.were

not released to thee program, and it was cancelled in December, 1974.,

before it could become operational. Although a victim of the present

critical Tinancial crisis, WIC demonstrated that a large unmet need

exists and that there is strong community support fo'r information

centers. Hopefully, in the future, a strong national program can

.protect such projects from municipal budget problems.and shifts in

local priorities.

ti
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6.3 Philadelphia Model Cities Community Information Center (:ICCIC)

SC:he most sophisticated use to date of a computerized system

of total information service was tried in a center-city area of

Philadelphia. Its goal was to improve the quality of inner-city life

for the district's 285-,000 residents through facilitating the delivery

of human services.

MCCIC was initiated in,1970 by the combined efforts of social

service personnelanA_information scientists, with participation in

the early stages by staff from the Free Library of Philadelphia. Its

original funding combined some LSCA Title I funds with a 411.2 million

grant from HUD's Model Cities program.. Althoughit was essentially a

telephone service-, there were centers also in three library locations

and one social agency. it

The initial data base was compiled from existing printed

directories and local material. This was then reformatted, indexed,

reverified, and printed in a ready-access file, which could be

searched through an index of 3,000 terms. Most of the inquiries were

telephont calls, and extensive use was made of three-way phone hookups,
.

and hotline service. There was also experimental use of computer

display terminals located in the libraries, the only on-line urban

information system that I could discover:

With the end of the Model Cities grant in June, 1974, the

MCCIC program was discontinued. The design.of its data base and the

lessons learned are more milestones inthe road toward a'ene-stop

urban information center.
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